Lighter Side

I

The Joy of Aging

am not sure if you have noticed but they
continue to travel in a safe manner.
don’t make years as long as they used to.
One definite advantage of aging is
As I age, I notice that time no longer flies
that I am meeting more attractive young
by but it appears to be on some kind of outwomen (although it is a given that at
of-control rocket ship and everything passing
my age, most women are automatically
by is a blur. It seems like only a month ago
younger than I am). However, I do notice
that my wife and I were discussing the proper
that most of them are either receptionists
placement of Christmas lights. She wanted
in a doctor’s office or nurses. I guess that
to put them outside on the shrubbery and
is because I hang out in doctor’s offices
around the outline of the house. I wanted
a lot these days. I also noticed that when
to leave them in a box in the attic. Now she
they ask me to remove my clothes, they
is hinting that I should consider putting the
leave the room and come back with a
lawn furniture away before hunting season
mask and plastic gloves on. That is not as I
by John Kasun remember it when I was younger; it must
starts. I just got it out; how did it get to be
September already? It seems as if I just got the
be something new I am not familiar with
lawn tractor running right and now I have to
just yet.
drag out the snow blower.
My mother always reminded me that as a teenager, I was
In addition to the time problem, I am noticing numer- very fussy about my dress and appearance. I do remember
ous other subtle changes occurring in my life. For example, having black and white plaid shoelaces that I washed after
I remember how proud I was when I bought a 48 inch, 70 every use to keep them bright and clean. Today, I feel good
pound hunting recurve. It was a beautiful bow but it had if my T-shirt doesn’t have fresh pizza stains on the front.
so much finger pinch that after about 24 arrows, my fingers Actually, I have been thinking about manufacturing a line of
were numb up to my elbow. A lot has changed since those senior T-shirts with food stains already on them. That way,
early days but that bow still hangs on my wall. However, people would not know if I were simply wearing the latest
there must be something wrong with it because when I try fashion or just an old guy who spills stuff on himself a lot.
to draw it back, it seems locked in place and I can barely
In spite of aging, I am proud to say I still have a memory
put a dent in the string. I wonder if it could be the inch of as sharp as a broadhead. I can definitely remember years
dust on the limbs. I refuse to believe I can’t draw it anymore. ago, when people spoke very clearly and I could easily
However, it is amazing how much more comfortable my 55 understand conversations halfway across a noisy crowded
pound compound feels. Thank God for progress.
room. Today, things have changed drastically. Everyone
I also know that time and experience are paying off, as seems to mumble and I wind up constantly saying intelligent
the whitetail bucks I am getting in my senior years are much things like “What? Huh?” I always have the sound on high
bigger. The racks are about the same size but the bodies are on the TV and radio. The good news is that next year, when
huge. They must be because I remember shooting bucks my wife asks about the Christmas lights, I can pretend that I
years ago, putting them across my shoulders and walking can’t hear her. (Chances are, I will not have to pretend.) As a
to the truck. Today, I find it hard to even move them and if matter of fact, my wife has been really quiet lately and when
I don’t have my ATV or deer carrier handy, I normally call she does say something, it is almost like she is shouting. I
for help.
guess she is just getting older.
It’s not just hunting where I see the changes; it is in
I experienced the most recent highlight of aging when
everyday life as well. For example, I no longer have to ask I was leaving the doctor’s office after an examination and
for a senior discount. Every clerk or waitress automatically the nurse announced that they needed a urine sample. The
assumes I am a senior. Unlike when I was 18 trying to pass problem was that I had just used the bathroom after getting
for 21, it would be nice to get my card checked occasionally. dressed. When I looked at the sample container, it looked
However, being older does come with some privileges as like a 5 gallon bucket but rather than explain why I could not
well. For example, when I sit at a red light, I really don’t have provide a sample, I decided to give it a try while I thought
to watch for it to turn green. It seems as if the guy behind me up a good excuse. Lo and behold, a few minutes later, I was
will keep an eye out for me. Every time I hear a horn blow- the proud father of a sparkling golden sample. While there
ing behind me and I look up, sure enough, the light is green. are a lot of things you may have trouble doing as you age, it
It still is important to be alert because not everyone honks appears as if giving urine samples at a moment’s notice is
the horn; some prefer to remain silent and use hand signals. not one of them.
In either case, thanks to all of you out there for helping me
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Gale
Force

Weight: 8.6 lbs

340 FPS

New for 2015, the Tornado F4 & Gale Force packages
include a RED HOT Sling, 4 Arrow Quick Detach Quiver
and 4 RED HOT Arrows w/ field points.
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S h o o t a Pa r k E r

Weight: 8 lbs

350 FPS
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Tornado f4
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